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Abstract
Since November 7, 1996, the Ga/i/eo orbifa/ tour of Jupifer and ifs moons
(Ganemyde, Ca//isto, and Europa) is routinely supported by a massive array of large
antennas: two 70-mefers antennas in Go/dstone (California) and Canberra (Australia),
a 64-meters anfenna af Parkes (Ausfra/is), and additional 1-2 34-reefers anfennas at
Canberra. The scope of this array is unprecedented - it operates daily in a routine
fashion, jnter-continentally, and employs antennas of several agencies, namely fwo
complexes of JPL’s Deep Space Network (DSN) and CSIRO’S1 Parkes facility. The
success of this roufine arraying operation is fhe basis for fhe DSN’s new array of 34meters antennas that is being imp/emenfed in Go/dstone.
Arraying offers a flexible mefhod to applying resources to a communications link,
By varyh?g the number of the antennas in the array, enough G@ can be constructed
fo address a particular mission’s downlink requirements. A specific use is for beaconmode, or on-demand communications.’ some (or ah’) the antennas in the array monifor
many spacemafi for a Iow-rafe request- for-downlink. When such a requesf is
defecfed, the full array is dep/eyed fo provide fhe requesfed service.
In this paper we discuss fhe processes associated with making fhe operationallycomplex arraying feasible - lessons learned from fhe Galileo support. Then we review
how the architecture of arraying large numbers of smaller antennas results M a more
efficient, and cost-effective, mefhod of suppotiing deep-space missions.
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G/T - Ratio of Antenna Gain to System Noise temperature
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